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Signal Indicator(The indicator is 

green when paring with transmitter.It 

turns RED when paired successfully)

On-off�Button

Antenna (Pull it out to extend the 

range of signal transmission and get 

better connection with transmitter.)

Quarter Inch Jack-plug(6.35mm)

Battery�Compartment 

QUICK START

4. Extend the antenna of receiver to

increase the transmission distance

if you need.

1. Install the AA and AAA battery correctly.

2. Plug the receiver which's in off

state into the speakers, mixers,

wireless mic systems that is

compatible with 1/4'' (6.35mm)

microphone input.

3. Turn the microphone and receiver

on. When the light on receiver turn

from green to RED, they

successfully paired. The light stay

on RED when it is functioning.

BATTERY INSTALLATION GUIDE

1. Install the 2AA batteries to

microphone. (Insert batteries

confirming to “+” and “-”)

2. 2 x AAA batteries for receiver battery
compartment.

WARNNING OF LOW BATTERY POWER

1. Please change microphone battery
when the led screen flashes.

2. The battery of receiver need to be
changed when the indicator blink
green.

1. Signal can be blocked by body.If there
are many people in the event,you'd
better position your speaker at 1m high
from the ground to have better reception
of the mic.

WARRANTY

5. When use the mic outdoors, we
suggest to keep out from the rain and
keep it dry.

4. Take out the batteries from the mic
and receiver after use.

3. Do not point the mic at the speakers,
otherwise it will cause feedback noise.

2. Do not hold the bottom of the mic
where the antenna is positioned,
otherwise the signal will be interfered.

6. Not compatible with phones,
computers, cameras, tablets, Apple
products and allthe line in /aux in jacks.

K025-TX

+Speaker

screen flashing
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

+

+

1. Both microphone and receiver should

be off in the first place

3. The light on the receiver flash from

green to RED at the same time.

2. Unscrew the mic’s battery cover,

One click on its channel button

and the led screen flash once, but

the figures on led display will not

be changed.

1. Both mic and receiver are on.

flashing

Receiver

Frequency: 565.000-584.000MHz 
Sensitivity: -95db

S/N Ratio: More than 58dB

Frequency Response: 50~18KHz 
Power Supply: 2*AAA Batteries

Microphone

Type: Dynamic

Model number: K025-TX
Standard impedance: 600Ω±30%

Sensitivity: -50.60±1db (At 1KHz) 
Frequency response: 50~18KHz 
Direction: Uni-direction

Operating temperature range: -60℃~70℃

Construction: Suspension type

Power Supply: 2*AA Batteries

Response curve: (shown below)

Displayed number 
remain the same.

4. The indicator light stay on red when

paired successfully.

Operation video:http://bit.ly/fifinemic025

Get Social:

Facebook page:http://bit.ly/FifinePage

Contact Info:

Tech support:web@fifine.cc

Company Website:https://fifinemic.com

Email: service@fifinemic.com

1. Input the link : https://fifinemic.com/

2-year extended warranty with online
registration

4. After click the button “Manage your
preferences”,you will come to the next
page “update preferences”.The specific
microphone promotion information that
you need would be forward according
your submission.Meanwhile 2-year
warranty series code is sent as well.

2. Please roll down to the bottom of the
page, fill in E-mail address and
submit it .

3. Check you spam box to confirm
subscription.

2.Receiver

1.Microphone

When multiple microphones used 

simultaneously or if there is any 

interference in your location, please try 

other available channels by the below 

procedure:

MULTIPLE MICROPHONES USED 
SIMULTANEOUSLY

RESET MODE

Before enter reset mode,please make 

sure you've done all the below steps: 

Please enter the reset mode with caution, 

follow steps as following:

1. You have changed with new batteries

and you still suffer from interference

and disconnection.

The are 20 frequency of K025-TX for your 

choice ,you can one click channel button to 

change. But the alteration would not display 

on the led screen.

  565.000  566.000  567.000    5 68.000     

  569.000   570.000   571.000   572.000

  573.000   574.000   575.000   576.000

  577.000   578.000   579.000   580.000     

  581.000   582.000   583.000   584.000 

WIRELESS FREQUENCY AND CHANNEL GUIDE

3. To save power, please turn off the
microphone and the receiver after
use.Remove the batteries if you don't
use the them very often.

PROBLEM INDICATOR STATUS SOLUTION

No sound

No sound

No sound

Distortion level 
increases gradually

Bursts of noise or 
other audible radio 
signals present.

No sound

Momentary loss of 
sound as transmitter 
is moved around 
performing area.

The screen is not bright.

The receiver indicator blink green

Receiver signal Indicators red 

lights glowing

Receiver signal Indicator green 
light glowing.The microphone 
screen is glowing

Receiver Signal Indicators lights 
glowing red But the microphone 
screen flashing

Signal Indicators red lights on

Receiver signal indicators lights 
on green when sound is lost

Make sure battery is inserted properly.
Observing battery(“+/-”).If battery is inserted 
properly ,replace with fresh battery.

Make sure battery is inserted properly.
Observing battery(“+/-”).If battery is inserted 
properly,replace   with fresh AAA battery.

Confirm transmitter ’s and receiver’s 
frequencies match.
Move transmitter closer to receiver

Replace microphone battery

Turn up speaker volume.Confirm that the 
output connections from the receiver to the 
external equipment are secure.

Identify potential sources of interference and 
turn off, remove or use a wireless system 
operating on a different frequency.

Reposition receiver and perform walk-through 
test again.If audio dropouts persist.mark”dead” 
spots and avoid them during performance.

TROUBLESHOOTING

7

2. You have change the frequency by one

click the channel button on the top of

receiver,and they doesn’t pair with the

each other successfully whatsoever.

3. If you have multiple K025-TX and both

of microphone set doesn’t work.

switch on flashing red and green turns green
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2. Turn the microphone on,unscrew the

microphone battery cover, hold down

the channel button for three seconds

until the led flashing.Now you are in

reset mode.

3. In reset mode,The Led screen is

flashing but the figures on Led display

will not be changed.

3. Turn the receiver on while the screen
is flashing .The receiver indicator will
flash green and red alternately and
then turn green again.

3. Click microphone’s channel to confirm
when receiver is on green light.
The microphone’s screen stop flashing.
The indicator of receiver turn green to
red and stay red when successfully
paired.

Wireless microphone transmitter
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